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	Bitter EJB, 9781930110953 (1930110952), Manning Publications, 2003
After taking a ten-year break from writing books, Bruce Tate returned to publishing in 2002 with the bestseller, Bitter Java. In Bitter Java, he introduced the concept of antipatterns, which he defined simply as common programming problems that trap software developers every day. Bruce’s goal was to attack basic Java programming problems and establish the concept of antipatterns as a serious topic for Java developers. Considering antipatterns in Bitter Java was certainly fruitful, but the scope of the book was limited to beginning Java, and Bruce soon decided he’d like to move the discussion into more challenging territory. Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) promised a meatier technological context for looking at antipatterns. Consider the following:

	Though strong, the EJB community is in a near constant state of uproar, over one issue or another. Controversial frameworks usually are fertile ground for antipatterns.
	Microsoft’s .NET—the primary competitor to Java and, by extension, EJB—is gaining traction, creating the kind of controversy that makes for interesting reading.
	J2EE is experiencing good success in the marketplace but not without some growing pains.
	In particular, J2EE’s persistence frameworks, though improved, are under increasing fire and often can’t hold up under the weight of commercial implementation. Poor frameworks are suspect to misuse.
	New J2EE frameworks have been released at a frightening pace, often with mixed success. With so many new tools and techniques, developers are bound to misuse some of them.


This book is not about bashing EJB. It is about how to get the most out of the EJB frameworks. That doesn’t mean that we support and endorse every part of EJB. Indeed, you’ll see that we come down hard on entity beans, because we think that better, more practical ways exist for solving your persistence problems. Supporting EJB also does not mean that we recommend you use it in every circumstance just to boost your skills. (Mike calls this practice “design by resume.”) You’ll see us put EJB into a fairly restricted, but important, box. Our support for EJB means that within the confines of that box, you can learn to apply EJB effectively to build distributed, transactional, scalable systems that solve real problems.
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43: Heart Rate Slowing by If Current Inhibition (Advances in Cardiology, Vol. 43)Karger, 2006

	This book unfolds the history of the discovery of the transmembrane channel which is responsible for the ‘funny’ or If current, the primary modulator of heart rate. Inhibition of this current leads to slowing of the heart rate, which is an important component of the successful management of angina pectoris....


		

Algorithms and Complexity. Handbook of Theoretical Computer Science, Vol. AElsevier Limited, 1990


	Modern developments in computer and software systems have raised many challeng

	ing issues concerning the design and efficiency of complex programming applica

	tions. There is an increasing need for "advanced theory", to understand and exploit

	basic concepts and mechanisms in computing and information processing. The...

		

A Practical Guide to Distributed ScrumIBM Press, 2010

	Succeed with Scrum in Even the Largest, Most Complex Distributed Development Projects


	 


	Forewords by Ken Schwaber, Scott Ambler, Roman Pichler, and Matthew Wang
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UNIX System Administration: A Beginner's GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Essential Skills Made Easy!   

Learn the fundamentals of UNIX administration--from both a network and single system perspective--using this easy-to-follow introductory guide. You'll find clear instructions for setting up such important system services sas DNS, FTP, file systems, basic security tools, and much more. Designed for easy...


		

Reshaping of Dirac Cones in Topological Insulators and Graphene (Springer Theses)Springer, 2020

	
		Dirac cones are ubiquitous to non-trivial quantum matter and are expected to boost and reshape the field of modern electronics. Particularly relevant examples where these cones arise are topological insulators and graphene. From a fundamental perspective, this thesis proposes schemes towards modifying basic properties of these cones...



		

Paper Prototyping: The Fast and Easy Way to Design and Refine User Interfaces (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Do you spend a lot of time during the design process wondering what users really need? Do you hate those endless meetings where you argue how the interface should work? Have you ever developed something that later had to be completely redesigned?

Paper Prototyping can help. Written by a usability engineer with a long and...
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